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QUESTION 1

Which command line tool would you use to execute a workflow? 

A. infasetup 

B. infacmd 

C. pmcmd 

D. pmrep 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A user needs to compare mappings across two folders using the comparsion tool in PowerCenter Designer. What does
the user account need in order to successfully complete the comparsion action? (Given that the user account has been
granted the ability to use PowerCenter Designer) 

A. Read permissions on the two folders 

B. Read permissions on the two folders as well as have both folders opened 

C. Full access (Read, Write and Execute permissions) on both folders 

D. Mappings cannot be compared across folders using PowerCenter Designer 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

If after running a session task, it has been determined that the incorrect mapping was run for that session task, which of
the following actions could be attempted? 

A. Edit the session task and from the General tab, choose the correct mapping to reassociate with the session task,
then Save and rerun the process 

B. At run time, when the workflow is executed, chose the session task with the correct mapping associated 

C. Edit the session task and from the Mapping tab, choose the correct mapping to reassociate with the session ask,
then Save and rerun the process 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4
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Which of the following PowerCenter applications is browser-based in the Informatica 9.x environment? 

A. Repository Manager 

B. Informatica Administrator 

C. Workflow Monitor 

D. Workflow Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Given a Union transformation with 2 input groups, which statement is correct and true? 

A. Both input groups must have matching ports. The precision, datatype, and scale must be identical across both input
groups. 

B. Either input group can have a port that does not match the other input group. The precision, datatype, and scale does
not have to be identical across both input groups. 

C. When merging the 2 groups of data together, the Union transformation will remove duplicate rows. 

D. The port names in each input group can be named the same. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

When would a Lookup transformation be classified as active? 

A. When the setting for lookup policy on multiple match is Use Any Value 

B. A lookup cannot be an active transformation 

C. When the lookup is configured to return multiple rows 

D. A lookup is always active 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Referring to a lookup transformation: Which of the following statements are true and correct? 

A. The caching of a flat file is optional if the data in the flat file is sorted 

B. The lookup index cache file contains a searchable index of the records based on the lookup condition 

C. When lookup caching is unchecked, PowerCenter will read from a locally stored cache file 
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D. The data cache contains all of the fields in the lookup transformation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Using the Properties view of a Session task from the Workflow Monitor, the reason for a session\\'s failure can possibly
be determined? 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The Informatics Date/Time datatype supports values up to which level? (choose one) 

A. Picosecond 

B. Microsecor|d 

C. Nanosecond 

D. Millisecond 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

When using the Joiner transformation and assuming that you are not employing the Push Down Optimization feature,
which statement is correct? 

A. The data from the detail pipeline Is used to build the cache files used In the join process 

B. The data from the master pipeline is used to build the cache files used in the join process 

C. The cache files are built according to a sql override found on the Joiner Properties tab 

D. The Joiner transformation uses the database to build the join result 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Referring to the Sequence Generator transformation, which statement is correct and true? 

A. The NextVal column produces the next number in the sequence 
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B. The cycle check box on the properties tab turns on a feature that randomizes the numbers but still produces a unique
set of numbers for the sequence 

C. The default ending value for a PowerCenter 9.x Sequence Generator is 2,147,483,647 

D. The Sequence Generator contains a single input port that represents the initial starting point of the sequence 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which port types are applicable to the Stored Procedure transformation?(Choose all that apply) Choose 3 answers 

A. lnput 

B. Output 

C. Variable 

D. Return 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 13

In the Expression transformation graphic below, what is the value of the PREVIOUS_STATE port for row 2, given that
the value for the STATE port was \\'CA\\' for row 1? 

A. STATE 

B. \\'CA\\' 

C. NULL 

D. Value of the PREVI0US_STATE port is based upon its declared default value 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 14

Which is the correct priority of assigning a mapping variable? 

A. Workflow parameter file, session parameter file, pre-session assignment, repository value, declared initial value,
default value 

B. Session parameter file, workflow parameter file, repository value, declared initial value 

C. Repository value, workflow parameter file, pre-session assignment, session parameter file, default value 

D. Repository value, declared initial value, default value 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

If after running a session task, it has been determined that the incorrect mapping was run for that session task, which of
the following actions could be attempted? 

A. Edit the session task and from the General tab, choose the correct mapping to reassociate with the session task,
then Save and rerun the process 

B. At run time, when the workflow is executed, chose the session task with the correct mapping associated 

C. Edit the session task and from the Mapping tab, choose the correct mapping to reassociate with the session ask,
then Save and rerun the process 

D. None of the above 

Correct Answer: A 
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